
Luxury flooring
for every home and lifestyle



We are an independent company based in the heart of 

Great Britain and specialise in high-performance floors 

that last a lifetime.

We are passionate about product quality and delivering 

the perfect balance between style and practicality, offering 

beautiful floors to complete your home.

Explore our collection of designs with the peace of mind 

that all floors are waterproof, highly durable, comfortable 

underfoot, easy to clean and compatible with underfloor 

heating systems.

An unrivalled passion for 
what we do.
From lifetime guarantees to everyday advice on care, 

we are with you every step of the way. When you own 

a Brampton Chase floor you’re pretty much part of 

the family.

Brampton Chase



We are a dedicated team 
that are passionate about 
providing inspiration and 
ideas to maximise the 
potential of our products.

Your home and the spaces 
within it should be unique to 
you and with an unrivalled 
choice of quality flooring, every 
space truly can be different with 
Brampton Chase flooring.

Classics has a commercial 

grade wear layer making it 

ideal for home, work and 

retail spaces.

With hygienic, slip resistant surfaces our flooring is created to 

withstand the demands of everyday life, whilst being very quiet, 

gentle and comfortable underfoot.

Working for the whole family from children to 

pets, our flooring is durable yet takes minimal 

effort to maintain. Indulge in wonderful designs 

that are all created for modern living.

Our flooring is engineered to combine extreme resilience with authentic 

natural looks. There’s no compromise between performance and style.

Our flooring is as versatile as you 

need it to be, being both moisture 

and heat resistant it can be fitted 

in just about any interior space and 

over underfloor heating systems.

Add natural character to any space with a Brampton Chase flooring. 

Every collection is made from contemporary materials and finished with 

a premium surface design, suitable for any lifestyle.

There’s so much to
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Our collections mirror the quality you’d expect from a Brampton Chase floor.

Our mission is to provide the best customer experience through unrivalled service and support.

People choose Brampton Chase for beautiful natural looking products, for high performance levels, 

for reliability and for reassuring expertise. We only support traditional showroom retail display of our 

products, as we believe that one-to-one sales are the best experience for customers.

Welcome to our family.

Luxury Vinyl Planks
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Photography features Oak Driftwood

A blend of British style and 

sophistication is what catches your eye 

when you consider choosing from our 

Brampton Chase Classics Collection. 

Textured timber designs bring the 

enduring realism of wood into your 

home and offer you a floor enriched 

with a timeless sense of tradition.

Classics looks stunning whilst being 

durable and low maintenance, making it 

ideal for every home.

First
impressions 
that last.

Discover

Luxury Vinyl Planks
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Manor Oak

Panache 
and prestige 
wrapped up 
in one.

Get the look...
• Luxurious subtle tones

• Bold checkered textiles

• Uncluttered yet cosy composition

13Classics
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Luxury Vinyl Planks



Farmhouse Oak Old English Oak

A modern take on a 
traditional design.

A traditionally rustic style 
with idyllic tones.

Get the look...
• Fresh contemporary tones
• Striking accent colour
• Minimalistic styling

Get the look...
• Traditional warm palette

• Natural materials

• Modern accessories

15Classics14 Classics

Luxury Vinyl Planks



Royal Oak Weathered Oak

A little on the wild-side.Stylish, regal and very 
comforting.

Get the look...
• Bold regal tones
• Rich sumptuous textures
• Opulent textiles

Get the look...
• Rich colour palette

• Clean symmetrical patterns

• Minimalistic execution

17Classics16 Classics

Luxury Vinyl Planks



Oak Driftwood Distressed Oak

Teeming with character 
to uplift any space.

For when a room needs 
to exude character.

Get the look...
• Soft neutral tones
• Natural materials and textures
• Shabby chic styling

Get the look...
• Soft subtle tones

• Muted textiles

• Raw natural materials

19Classics18 Classics

Luxury Vinyl Planks



White Painted Oak Arctic Grey Oak

A mix of natural tones to 
freshen up any room.

Calming soft tones exude 
subtle luxury.

Get the look...
• Fresh tones
• Bold Aztec prints
• Minimalistic styling

Get the look...
• Natural sympathetic tones

• Contemporary art installations

• Shabby chic execution 

21Classics20 Classics

Luxury Vinyl Planks



Silver Oak

A touch of 
grandeur 
featuring a 
refined grain 
pattern.

Get the look...
• Muted tones

• Indulgence of space

• Subtle natural textures

23Classics
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Limed Oak

Genteel 
even tones 
make an 
elegant 
impact.

Get the look...
• Natural subtle tones

• Symmetrical patterns

• Quintessential country textiles

25Classics24 Classics

Luxury Vinyl Planks



Frosted Oak

Brimming 
with unique 
traits that 
make an 
impression.

Get the look...
• Bold contrasting mono tones

• Light natural textiles

• Statement art pieces

27Classics
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Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer that protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, subtle textured grain effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer 
adds the neutral wood design 
to the plank. Controlled colour, 
accurate, consistent and 
stunning.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every plank for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Essential strength and grip through a support 
layer designed to provide a strong foundation 
and maximum grip on installation.

The Core layer which 
brings balance, flexibility 
and stability to every plank.

Classics is our wood effect luxury 

vinyl plank collection, which is a water 

resistant, glue-down flooring that can 

be fitted in almost any environment.

Made from easy-to-maintain 

contemporary materials, the natural 

tones of the large plank layout remain 

stunning day in, day out. And this means 

that with its embossed, easy clean but 

durable surface, you can delight in the 

touch of nature in your home for years 

to come.

Design Summary

Specification Features

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Gluedown

Thickness 3mm

Wear Layer 0.5mm

Bevel No

Plank Size 177.8 x 1219.2mm

Pack Coverage 3.26m2

Planks per pack 15

Slip Resistance Class R10

Reaction to Fire Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime / Commercial 15 years

Use Heavy Domestic / General Commercial

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

Easy to clean

Water resistant

Comfortable
to walk on

Hygienic surface

Underfloor heating
compatible

Highly durable

Combining the authentic natural 
character and charm of wood in 
flooring that lasts a lifetime.

29Classics
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Arctic Grey    CL013 Oak Driftwood   CL006

Distressed Oak   CL012 Old English Oak   CL005

Farmhouse Oak   CL011 Royal Oak   CL004

Frosted Oak   CL010 Silver Oak   CL003

Weathered Oak   CL002

White Painted Oak   CL001

Limed Oak   CL008

Manor Oak   CL007

Luxury Vinyl Planks

Luxury Vinyl Planks

Design strips available for ships decking and border patterns



Photography features Chicory Haze

Studio Designs offers a choice of 

modern, elegant wood designs that 

are available in both contemporary 

herringbone and stunning large 

plank sizes. Get creative with your 

installations by exploring exciting 

herringbone designs or combination 

floors featuring both plank sizes.

Our team are passionate about flooring 

and Studio Designs pulls together their 

concepts, styles and expertise into a 

truly unique collection perfect for 

every home.

Breathtaking colours and all the quality 

and durability you’d expect from a 

Brampton Chase floor.

Unleash 
your
creativity.

Discover

Handpicked designs
Two sizes available
Bespoke layout options
 Elegant bevelled edges

31Studio Designs
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Discover possibilities that are
as big as your imagination.

Classic
With two sizes available in this 
range you can be as creative as 
your heart desires.

Herringbone
114.3mm x 609.6mm

Large Plank
184.1mm x 1219.2mm

33Studio Designs
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Combined Offset



Blonde Oak

Get the look...
• Warming neutral tones
• Natural materials and textures
• Minimalistic styling

35Studio Designs34 Studio Designs

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!

Herringbone Large Plank



European Oak

Get the look...
• Chic subtle tones
• Delicate flowing textiles
• Classic styling

37Studio Designs36 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



County Oak

Get the look...
• Rich citrus and soft grey tones
• Tactile smart textures
• Contemporary minimal styling

39Studio Designs38 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



Urban Dusk

Get the look...
• Moody neutral tones
• Subtle lighting
• Mix of textures

41Studio Designs40 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



Smokey Bay

Get the look...
• Classic traditional tones
• Wooden panelling
• Layered textures in abundance

43Studio Designs42 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



Chicory Haze

Get the look...
• Clean contrasting tones
• Classic materials and textures
• Contemporary styling

45Studio Designs44 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



California Oak

Get the look...
• Muted, understated tones
• Classic materials and textures
• Traditional but fresh styling

45Studio Designs44 Studio Designs

Herringbone Large Plank

Don’t forget that you can combine planks for your desired look!



Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer that protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, subtle textured grain effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer 
adds the neutral wood design 
to the plank. Controlled colour, 
accurate, consistent and 
stunning.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every plank for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Studio Designs offers a choice of modern, 

elegant wood designs that are available 

in both contemporary herringbone and 

stunning large plank sizes. Get creative 

with your installations by exploring exciting 

herringbone designs or combination floors 

featuring both plank sizes.

Design Summary
Specification Features

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Gluedown

Thickness 2.5mm

Wear Layer 0.55mm

Bevel Micro

Large Plank Size 184.1 x 1219.2mm

Pack Coverage 3.37m2

Planks per pack 15

Herringbone Size 114.3 x 609.6mm

Pack Coverage 3.34m2

Planks per pack 48 

Slip Resistance Class R9

Reaction to Fire Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime / Commercial 15 years

Use Heavy Domestic, General Commercial

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

Easy to clean

Water resistant

Bevelled edge

Hygienic surface

Underfloor heating
compatible

Highly durable

Essential strength and grip through a support 
layer designed to provide a strong foundation 
and maximum grip on installation.

The Core layer which 
brings balance, flexibility 
and stability to every plank.

47Studio Designs
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Breathtaking colours, quality and durability. 
Get creative with Studio Designs. 

Herringbone
114.3mm x 609.6mm

Large Plank
184.1mm x 1219.2mm

Blonde Oak   CLH19 CLD19

Chicory Haze   CLH16 CLD16

County Oak  CLH18 CLD18

European Oak   CLH17 CLD17

Smokey Bay  CLH15 CLD15

Urban Dusk   CLH14 CLD14

California Oak  CLH20 CLD20



Photography features Woodlands Brecon

Styled to impress, designed to last. 

Our Woodlands collection of luxury 

vinyl flooring brings the look and feel 

of nature into your home through a 

selection of beautifully designed wood 

effect planks.

Woodlands is perfectly suited to the 

demands of modern lifestyles, mixing 

high performance and durability into 

a low maintenance, water and stain 

resistant flooring. Choose from a 

refined mix of colours and styles.

Beautiful
floors for 
modern 
living.

Discover

Woodlands is a collection of exciting 

wood designs, inspired by the 

wonderful national parks and forests 

found throughout Great Britain.

49Woodlands
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Stowe

Charming 
natural 
elegance.

Get the look...
• Muted earthy tones

• Reflective materials

• Polished natural textures

51Woodlands
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Arden Winterfold

Subtle and understated.Classic warming tones.

Get the look...
• Bold statement colours
• Textured walls
• Minimalistic angular styling

Get the look...
• Natural subtle tones

• Understated styling

• Luxurious muted textiles

53Woodlands52 Woodlands



Brecon

Stylish
and
versatile.

Get the look...
• Soft muted tones

• Sumptuous textiles

• Chic stylish finish

55Woodlands
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Darwin Glenmore

Rich and luxurious.Supremely elegant.

Get the look...
• Neutral tones with a zest of colour
• Natural matt finish materials
• Clean lines

Get the look...
• Soft sympathetic tones

• Light and contemporary

• Delicate textiles

57Woodlands56 Woodlands



Ashby

Bold
and
beautiful.

Get the look...
• Soft muted tones

• High gloss marble finish

• Chic stylish finish

59Woodlands
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Whinfell Kielder

Dark and sophisticated.Striking and energetic.

Get the look...
• Natural tones
• Striking metallic touches
• Textured soft furnishings

Get the look...
• Sophisticated deep tones

• Natural finishes

• A striking centre piece

61Woodlands60 Woodlands



Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer, which protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, textured grain effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer 
adds the natural wood design 
to the plank. Controlled colour, 
accurate, consistent and 
stunning.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every plank for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Our Woodlands Collection is a range of 

beautiful wood effect luxury vinyl planks. 

It’s a robust, water resistant, glue-down 

flooring that can be fitted in almost any 

environment.

Made from easy-to-maintain contemporary 

materials, each design is produced in 

an impressive sized plank with a matt 

embossed surface finish. Natural tones and 

grain pattern detail bring every board to life 

and remain stunning day in, day out.

Design Summary

Specification Features

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Stickdown

Thickness 2mm

Wear Layer 0.3mm

Bevel No

Tile Size 177.8 x 1219.2mm

Pack Coverage 4.77m2

Tiles per pack 22

Slip Resistance Class R10

Reaction to Fire Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime

Use Heavy Domestic

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

Acoustic Impact Noise Reduction Lw=4 dB

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee*

Easy to clean

Water resistant

Comfortable
to walk on

Hygienic surface

Underfloor heating
compatible

Highly durable

Exciting stylish designs, inspired by 
the wonderful national parks and 
forests found throughout Great Britain.

Essential strength and grip through a support 
layer designed to provide a strong foundation 
and maximum grip on installation.

The Core layer brings 
balance, flexibility and 
stability to every plank.

63Woodlands
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Kielder   WD05

Glenmore   WD06

Darwin   WD07

Brecon   WD08

Ashby  WD09

Arden   WD10

Winterfold    WD01

Whinfell   WD02

Stowe    WD04



Photography features Canyon Stones

Our Stones Collection combines the 

elegant appearance of crafted natural 

stone tiles with modern materials for 

an easy-care floor that lasts a lifetime. 

Each gently textured tile fits beautifully 

into the unique shape of your space 

to emulate a stunningly authentic 

stone surface. 

Each tile is created using low 

maintenance but strikingly finished 

modern materials that offer huge 

versatility. Explore exciting fitting 

patterns and enhance the look with 

the addition of grout effect strips to 

showcase each individual tile.

If you desire that feeling of real solidity 

underfoot in a warmer, non absorbent 

and easy to clean surface, then it’s time 

to adventure into our Stones Collection.

Beautiful
natural
character.

Discover

- Handpicked designs inspired from  

 locations around the world 

- Explore a variety of finishes from the  

 quintessential Cotswolds to the   

 Aegean coast! 

- All with an elegant subtle matt finish

65Stones
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Limestone Cotswold

A light and delicate
classic tile.

Fresh tones with wonderful 
natural pattern.

Get the look...
• Fresh neutral tones
• Natural materials and textures
• Minimalistic styling

Get the look...
• Natural subtle tones

• Contemporary country patterns

• Quintessential textiles

67Stones66 Stones



Dorset

A simple
and 
impressively 
elegant
tile.

Get the look...
• Coastal inspired tones

• Swirling natural patterns

• Chic natural textures

69Stones
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Henge Canyon

Exciting warm colours
make a real impact.

Strong, solid and
mightily impressive.

Get the look...
• Calming pastel tones

• Strong natural textures

• Delicate subtle detailing

Get the look...
• Strong contrasting tones

• Luxurious statement patterns

• Dramatic & rich textures

71Stones70 Stones



Santorini

Chic 
elegance 
with an 
Aegean 
touch.

Why not go bespoke?
See page 67 for more information.

Get the look...
• Warm natural tones

• Geometric patterns

• Metallic textured finishes

73Stones
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Why not go 
bespoke.

Brampton Chase Stones is an extremely 

versatile product, enabling you to tailor 

your design for your perfect room.

Grout strips are effective and 
versatile, match any strip to 
your chosen Stones design to 
complete your look.

Cream

Cool

Grey

Brown

Graphite

2033

2031

2035

2037

2039

75Stones
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Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer that protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, subtle textured effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer adds 
the natural stone design to the 
tile. Controlled colour, accurate, 
consistent and stunning.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every tile for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Our Stones Collection is a range of natural 

effect luxury vinyl tiles. It’s a robust, water 

resistant, glue-down flooring that can be 

fitted in almost any environment. Natural 

tones and fine pattern detail bring every tile 

to life and remain stunning day in, day out.

Design Summary

Specification Features

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Gluedown

Thickness 2mm

Wear Layer 0.3mm

Bevel No

Tile Size 304.8 x 457.2mm

Pack Coverage 3.34m2

Tiles per pack 24

Slip Resistance Class R9

Reaction to Fire Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime

Use Heavy Domestic

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

Easy to clean

Water resistant

Comfortable
to walk on

Hygienic surface

Underfloor heating
compatible

Highly durable

Stones offers you a choice of exciting 
and stylish designs inspired by amazing 
locations around the world.

Essential strength and grip through a support 
layer designed to provide a strong foundation 
and maximum grip on installation.

The Core layer which 
brings balance, flexibility 
and stability to every tile.

77Stones
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Santorina   STN01

Limestone   STN02

Henge   STN03

Dorset   STN04

Cotswold   STN05

Canyon   STN06



Photography features Stones Ultra South Beach

All the fantastic features

of our Stones Collection with a few 

‘Ultra’ upgrades.

Stones Ultra has an improved 0.55mm 

wear layer, making it perfect for both 

homes and businesses alike. This range 

is also slightly thicker at 2.5mm, which 

allows for a lovely micro bevelled edge 

finish to each tile. Choose from stylish 

contemporary colours and add grouting 

effect strips for extra impact.

Natural
character 
with ‘Ultra’ 
substance.

Discover

- Five new colours 

- 2.5mm thickness 

- 0.55mm wear layer 

- Beautifully bevelled edges

79Stones Ultra
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Provence Cityscape

Wonderful with contrasting 
colours.

For diverse interior styles.

Get the look...
• Calming tranquil tones

• Strong natural textures

• Soft subtle detailing

Get the look...
• Strong contrasting accent tones

• Eye-catching statement patterns

• Clean sleek textures

81Stones Ultra80 Stones Ultra



Deco Grey

Elegant
and 
supremely 
versatile.

Get the look...
• Elegant bold tones

• Sleek impactful materials

• Clean angular finish

83Stones Ultra82 Stones Ultra



Quay Mist South Beach

Mellow and warming.High impact design.

Get the look...
• Deep impactful tones

• Strong angled design

• Minimalistic detailing

Get the look...
• Mellow coastal tones

• Natural weathered materials

• Soft sympathetic textures

85Stones Ultra84 Stones Ultra



Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer that protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, subtle textured effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer adds 
the natural stone design to the 
tile. Controlled colour, accurate, 
consistent and stunning.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every tile for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Our Stones Ultra Collection is a range 

of natural effect luxury vinyl tiles with a 

beautifully bevelled edge. It’s a robust, 

water resistant, glue-down flooring that 

can be fitted in almost any environment. 

With five natural tones to choose from

and fine pattern detail which brings every 

tile to life, it will remain stunning day in,

day out.

Design Summary

Specification Features

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Gluedown

Thickness 2.5mm

Wear Layer 0.55mm

Bevel Micro

Tile Size 304.8 x 457.2mm

Pack Coverage 2.51m2

Tiles per pack 18

Slip Resistance Class R9

Reaction to Fire Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime / Commercial 15 years

Use Heavy Domestic / General Commercial

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

Easy to clean

Water resistant

Comfortable
to walk on

Hygienic surface

Underfloor heating
compatible

Highly durable

Stones Ultra offers a choice of stylish 
contemporary designs suited to all 
areas of the home.

Essential strength and grip through a support 
layer designed to provide a strong foundation 
and maximum grip on installation.

The Core layer which 
brings balance, flexibility 
and stability to every tile.

87Stones Ultra
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Blonde Oak

European Oak

County Oak

Urban Dusk

Smokey Bay

Provence   STU96

Cityscape   STU99

Deco Grey   STU98

Quay Mist   STU95

South Beach   STU97



Design Strips

Finishing touches

89Finishing touches
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It’s all in the detail...

Random Brickbond Ships Decking Perimeter Border

Popular patterns

Design strip dimensions: 3mm (W)  2mm (D)  914mm (L)

5 colours available

FS01 Cream

FS02 Grey

FS03 Carbon

FS04 Brown

2031 Ice

As featured on our Display Boards

Stones

Canyon - Cream

Cotswold - Cream

Dorset - Cream

Henge - Grey

Limestone - Cream

Santorini - Cream

Stones Ultra

Cityscape - Cream

Deco Grey - Cream

Provence - Ice

Quay Mist - Cream

South Beach - Grey

Calculating your quantities

Design Effect Suitability  

Grouting Line Stones 

 Stones Ultra 

Ships Decking Studio Designs Large Plank 

 Woodlands  

Perimeter Border All exc. Classics  

For use with:

Please contact us about 3mm (D) strips for our Classics range.

Installation and photograph by Paul Finch, Finch Flooring Wantage

The thickness of Studio Designs and Stones Ultra is 2.5mm. These planks and tiles are bevelled down to 2mm 
on all sides. Any cut edges, of the planks or tiles, that are butted up to design strips will need to be bevelled 
down to 2mm.



UltraCore is our luxury WPC click-fit 

flooring collection, which is a floating 

floor that provides a superb alternative 

to laminate or hardwood solutions. It 

combines stunning natural designs with 

fast fitting technology and all the durable 

qualities associated with Brampton 

Chase luxury floors, creating a beautiful 

flooring built to withstand the day-to-day 

demands of modern lifestyles.

Photography features Log Cabin range

Experience less upheaval and 

disruption. 

Proven click-fit technology and a 

built-in underlay make this an 

exceptional fast-fit solution that can be 

installed over most existing hard floors.

Floors 
made for 
living.

Discover

Large areas can be 
installed quickly and 
furniture replaced 
immediately.

Gradient e�ect 70-100%UltraCore

91Ultra Core

90 Ultra Core



Gradient e�ect 70-100% UltraCore

Gradient e�ect 70-100%UltraCore

Defining 
exceptional 
performance.

Make an impact.

At a staggering 1.8 metre long and over 22cm 

wide, UltraCore offers unprecedented impact and 

is perfect for large open spaces, covering any area 

quickly and easily. Our unwavering commitment 

to premium construction, aligned with a market 

leading 8mm thick plank creates a truly wonderful 

flooring that has real substance and solidity.

The stunning features of UltraCore include:

Stain
Resistant

Underfloor heating
compatible

Hygienic surface

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

5G Secure
5G click

XL
Extra large
planks

Extensive
sampling

Low
maintenance

Phthalate
free

Superior
surface

UltraCore is 100% waterproof with a 
watertight click-fit mechanism and is 
perfect for bathrooms, kitchens and all 
entertaining areas.

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee*

100%
Waterproof

Stain
Resistant

Hygienic
Surface

Low
Maintenance

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Secure
5G Click5G

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Fast-fit
Flooring

Extra Large
PlanksXL

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee*

100%
Waterproof

Stain
Resistant

Hygienic
Surface

Low
Maintenance

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Secure
5G Click5G

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Fast-fit
Flooring

Extra Large
PlanksXL

100% Waterproof

Proven click-fit technology and a 
built-in underlay make this an 
exceptional fast-fit solution that can be 
installed over most existing hard floors.

Fast-fit Flooring

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee*

100%
Waterproof

Stain
Resistant

Hygienic
Surface

Low
Maintenance

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Secure
5G Click5G

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Fast-fit
Flooring

Extra Large
PlanksXL

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee*

100%
Waterproof

Stain
Resistant

Hygienic
Surface

Low
Maintenance

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Secure
5G Click5G

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Fast-fit
Flooring

Extra Large
PlanksXL

UltraCore features 19dB impact sound 
reduction - a built-in perforated acoustic 
underlay that reduces noise and allows 
for great temperature transfer over 
underfloor heating systems.

19dB Impact Sound Reduction
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Alaskan Lodge Natural Oak

The light, delicate
touch of nature.

Get the look...
• Cool Alaskan tones

• Natural materials and textures

• Minimalistic styling

Get the look...
• Neutral subtle tones

• Rustic natural textiles

• Delicate detailing

A clean, dynamic style to suit 
a multitude of spaces.
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Colorado

Bringing 
a timber 
touch to 
urban chic.

Get the look...
• Muted pastel tones

• Stylish geometric patterns

• Chic and indulgent textures
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Banff Ranch

Lively natural shades in
an exuberant design.

Get the look...
• Distinctive natural hues

• Crisp lines and textures

• Contemporary styling

Get the look...
• Fresh punchy tones

• Bold fun patterns

• A mix of eclectic textures

Smooth, earthy tones
with luxurious depth.
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Traditional Oak

A natural 
touch in a 
contemporary 
plank.

Get the look...
• Traditional natural tones

• Stylish nature orientated patterns

• Cosy tactile textures
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Bearwood Log Cabin

Laid back living with 
traditional charm.

Get the look...
• Muted tones with a bold splash

• Cosy textiles

• Distinctive patterns

Get the look...
• Tranquil natural hues

• Stylish geometric patterns

• Minimalist finish coupled with nature

Bold grain with a touch
of the wild.
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Advanced durability with a clear PU wear 
layer that protects the floor’s design and 
adds the realistic, textured grain effect.

Nature in High Definition, this 
superior photographic layer 
adds the natural wood design 
to the plank. Controlled colour, 
consistent and stunning. The ‘Core’ is produced from virgin PVC and 

developed to bring balance, flexibility, sound 
dampening and complete stability to every 
plank. The 5G system is built into this layer.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating is applied to 
every plank for added protection and a subtle matt finish. 

Built-in perforated underlay 
provides a sound dampening, 
cushion finish that is ideal for use 
over underfloor heating systems.

If you’re looking for a stunning wood style 

floor that combines durable quality 

with chic finesse, then UltraCore is the 

right choice.

Design Summary

From urban to rural, UltraCore simply fits 
with your lifestyle.

Specification

Floor Type WPC

Installation 5G Click-fit

Total Thickness 8mm

Construction  2mm LVT Top Layer, 5mm Core, 

 1mm IXPE Underlay

Wear Layer 0.55mm

Bevel No

Plank Size 228 x 1800mm  /  9” x 71”

Pack Coverage 2.05m2

Planks per pack 5

Slip Resistance Class R9

Reaction to Fire Class B -s1

Use Heavy Domestic / Heavy Commercial

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

Guarantee  Domestic Lifetime

100% Virgin PVC Core

Stain
Resistant

Underfloor heating
compatible

Hygienic surface

Lifetime Residential 
Guarantee

5G Secure
5G click

XL
Extra large
planks

Fast-fit
flooring

Low
maintenance

Phthalate
free

Acoustic
benefits

Superior
surface

100%
waterproof

Features

Gradient e�ect 70-100%UltraCore

UC02

UC03

Alaskan Lodge   UC08

Colorado   UC05

Natural Oak   UC03

Traditional Oak   UC01

Ranch   UC02

Banff   UC07

Bearwood   UC06

Log Cabin   UC04
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Design summary: Luxury Vinyl Planks, Gluedown - Wood.

Luxury Vinyl Planks

Plank Size:  177.8mm x 1219.2mm

Thickness:  3mm

Wear Layer:  0.5mm

Classics Collection combines 

authentic natural character 

and charm of wood in a low 

maintenance, water resistant 

flooring that lasts a lifetime.

Plank Size:  177.8mm x 1219.2mm

Thickness:  2mm

Wear Layer:  0.3mm

Woodlands is a collection of 

exciting wood designs, inspired 

by the wonderful national parks 

and forests found throughout 

Great Britain.

Herringbone 114.3mm x 609.6mm

Large Plank 184.1mm x 1219.2mm

Thickness:  2.5mm

Wear Layer:  0.55mm

With micro bevel

Studio Designs enables you 

to get creative with your 

installations by exploring 

exciting herringbone designs 

or combination floors featuring 

both plank sizes.

Herringbone Large Plank

Blonde Oak   CLH19 CLD19

Chicory Haze   CLH16 CLD16

County Oak  CLH18 CLD18

European Oak   CLH17 CLD17

Smokey Bay  CLH15 CLD15

Urban Dusk   CLH14 CLD14

Arden 
WD10

Kielder
WD05

Ashby 
WD09

Stowe 
WD04

Brecon
WD08

Darwin
WD07

Glenmore
WD06

Whinfell
WD02

Winterfold 
WD01

Arctic Grey 
CL013

Oak Driftwood
CL006

Distressed Oak
CL012

Old English Oak
CL005

Farmhouse Oak
CL011

Royal Oak
CL004

Frosted Oak
CL010

Silver Oak
CL003

Weathered Oak
CL002

White Painted Oak
CL001

Limed Oak
CL008

Manor Oak
CL007
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Design summary: Luxury Vinyl Planks, Gluedown - Stones.

Tile Size:  304.8mm x 457.2mm

Thickness:  2.5mm

Wear Layer:  0.55mm

With micro bevel

Stones Ultra collection combines 

the elegant appearance of our 

Stones collection with the added 

extras of wear layer thickness 

and beautifully bevelled edges.
Santorina  STN01

Limestone STN02

Henge STN03

Dorset STN04

Cotswold STN05

Canyon STN06

Blonde Oak

European Oak

County Oak

Urban Dusk

Smokey Bay

Provence  STU96

Cityscape STU99

Deco Grey STU98

Quay Mist STU95

South Beach STU97

UC02

UC03

Alaskan Lodge  UC08

Colorado UC05

Natural Oak UC03

Traditional Oak UC01

Ranch UC02

Banff UC07

Bearwood UC06

Log Cabin UC04

Premium
click-fit
flooring

UltraCore is our luxury WPC 

click-fit flooring collection, which 

is a floating floor that provides a 

superb alternative to laminate or 

hardwood solutions.

Plank Size:  228mm x 1800mm

Thickness:  8mm

LTV:  1.5mm

WPC Core:  5mm

IXPE Underlay:  1.5mm

Stones collection combines the 

elegant appearance of crafted 

natural stone tiles with modern 

materials for an easy-care floor 

that lasts a lifetime.

Tile Size:  304.8mm x 457.2mm

Thickness:  2mm

Wear Layer:  0.3mm
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Care for your Brampton Chase floor 
correctly and it will last a lifetime.

Our Luxury Vinyl Tiles and Planks are amazingly durable, hard 
wearing and easy to care for.

111Care Guide
110 Care Guide

Mucky floor?!
Pet
Friendly

Low
Maintenance

Easy
to Clean

Care &
Support

Hygienic
Surface

Specialist surface treatments offer extremely strong wear layers which help protect 

against day to day living, pets, spills and more. Your flooring will look great for years 

with just a little TLC. By following some simple steps and using the right products 

you’ll keep your floor looking superb and performing to its maximum effect.

 

There’s a little more science to cleaning your luxury vinyl tile or plank flooring than 

simply picking a cleaning product and getting to work…so we’ve created our own 

video guide to help. We only recommend using Dr Schutz cleaning products on your 

Brampton Chase flooring. Watch our handy video guide for all the help you’ll ever need.

Check it out



Get inspired
Request your free online samples
and create your ideal mood board.

bramptonchase.co.uk

OOH - this will work 
in the bathroom

Chic/Stylish
(would look great in the lounge)

UltraCore
Colorado

Perfect for the snug!
  (could pair it with a
         petrol blue...)

The natural look!
  (perfect flooring for a large
    cosy rug...)

love, love, love!

Also follow us on Instagram 
for more inspiration.
@bramptonchase
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@bramptonchasebramptonchase.co.uk 01604 664855

Luxury flooring
for every home and lifestyle.


